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Club Spotlight: 1967 Lotus Elan, Part 3
By Tim Glahn, NoVA Lotus member

 As the third owner it seemed appropriate to 
subtitle this account as part three.  In the Nov/Dec 2016 
NoVA Lotus newsletter the original owner extoled his 
exploits with 45/6084, the Series 3 drop head coupe that 
Jenn and I have now have had the 
pleasure of owning for the last ten years.
 I was fortunate to come across the car in 
Hemmings Motor News over Christmas break in 2006.  At that time I was popping CDs into my brother’s 
computer, filling his new iPod with music.  As a distraction Hemmings Motor News can be very dangerous.  
With no intent to add to my collection of Volvos my browsing was purely innocent.  After seeing the various 
Loti on offer, I started to remember the Volvo advertising campaign “What to do when your family outgrows the 
Lotus” featuring the Esprit and the turbo 740 wagon.  Of the six Elans on offer in that month’s magazine, one ad 
showed the right degree of originality, detail, and price point – putting the car between “still needs more 
assembly” and “super rare lhd European edition”.
 I waited until early January to contact the owner and he still had the Elan.  Not only that, the car was 
in the shop having the carbs rebuilt, the fuel pump replaced, the valve timing corrected, springs replaced, and 
other odds and ends done.  The owner had had most of the work over the last five years done at two garages in 
Pennsylvania, I called both to discuss the car with the mechanics that had done this work.  My favorite quote was 
from Mike at Ragtops and Roadsters, “British cars are fragile and Lotus are even more so”.  Mike’s honesty hadn’t 
swayed me, the car appeared to be genuine, and I was soon on the slippery slope of Lotus ownership.  I sent a 
non-refundable deposit to the owner, I felt this was the only way that I could guarantee that I would be the first 
to drive the car once it was ready for sale.  It was a $500 gamble and well beyond my comfort zone.

continued....

 Now I needed to figure out how to come up with the rest 
of the funds to buy the car.  Most people figure this out before 
they commit, I guess that I’m a little bit 
different.  Scratching my head I realized that I had a fair amount 
of US savings bonds tucked away.  This was a side effect of work-
ing for a government contractor whose CEO enjoyed having 
lunch with the POTUS as a result of his employees’ having 100% 
compliance in the US savings bond program.  In need of a few 
more dollars,  I gazed at my five gallon glass water bottle filled 
with coins, a vestige of dumping my change every evening and 
only carrying paper money by day.  After hours of pouring coins 
into the change counter at the bank and signing savings bonds 
until my hand cramped, it seemed that I was just about fully 
funded for this adventure.  “Found money” really sealed the deal 
between the Elan and I.
 In late January, on the day after the Elan was released 
from the garage, my brother and I were a half hour outside 
Philadelphia looking at the car.  We were not only looking at the 
car but also looking at nearly two inches of receipts, the owner’s 
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original bill of sale in the mail, I was floored.  I wrote off to 
Hethel to investigate the heritage for the car and was proud to 
learn that it is an all matching numbers car and was signed off 
on August 25, 1966.  From Hethel it was sent to the distributer 
Lotus East (Millerton, NY) and ultimately sold by Buzz Marcus 
Glenside Motors (Glenside, PA).  I now had the full story, 
including the original bill of sale for not only the car but also 
for the mono Becker radio still installed in the dash.
 Jenn and I participated in a road rally for Adams 

manual, service manuals, Becker radio documentation, original tool kit – the works.  The paperwork went back 
to 1967, everything was there less the original bill of sale.  My brother and I went for a drive and when we pulled 
into a large parking lot my brother asked to really see what the little car could do.  It only took a few seconds 
squirreling around to hear the battery break free and tumble across the trunk.  My brother and I got out, secured 
the battery, and headed back - at that point I felt that I had to buy the car.
The two and a half hour drive back to Gettysburg was largely uneventful aside from the throttle linkage coming 
free at highway speed, I suddenly went from 70 MPH to coasting at idle with no connection between the 
accelerator pedal and the carburetors.  Luckily I was able to get to the shoulder without incident and it was a 
minute fix on the side of the highway.  When it started to snow I didn’t think too much of it keeping the pedal 
down and making good time.  On the exit ramp in Gettysburg I practically lost it all, finding out that the light 
weight car and hard rubber tires had no real purchase on the snow covered road.  I breathed a sigh of relief when 
the Elan was safe in my brother’s barn for a stay until the season broke and I could get it to NoVA.
 Now that I was the proud owner it was time to do some research to see what I’d really done.  This little car 
was much different from my Volvo’s, even from my 1964 1800S.  In the paperwork I found an email address for 
the original owner.  Thankfully the address was still good and the ultimate response from Dennis was the 

County, PA where we won the “Organization Award” with a prize of a 25 pound 
bag of peanuts.  Needless to say Jenn’s leg room was greatly impeded by the peanuts 
on the drive home.  The upside was that we were able to distribute peanuts to all 
of our neighbors for the World Series.  We ran the rally again with a much more 
eventful ride.  After the car experienced a lack of power, an inability to idle, and a 
great deal of noise on the overrun; we had to reattach the downpipe to the exhaust 
manifold in a farmer’s field.  With only had a rudimentary set of tools and some 
hardware that we found on the farmer’s workbench, we were back on the road.
 This Elan has been a treat to own over the last ten years.  The car hasn’t been 
much trouble at all, likely due to the great care and garage storage that the previous 
owners’.  No doubt this treatment is the only way that it has made it to its golden 
anniversary this year.  My greatest expenses to date have been for all of my Lotus 
books, much more spent there than on repairs.  My only additions to the car have been the Series 4 electric fan 
and the CV joint rear axles, both reasonable upgrades and reversible if need be.  The car has been our gateway to 
drop top motoring and an entrance into the comradery of the NoVA Lotus Club.
In addition to the Elan, Tim and Jenn own three Volvos (1964 1800S, 2006 XC70, 2007 V70R), a Saab wagon (2001 
9-5), and a BMW (2000 323Ci).
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A few words from 
Mark Franke: NoVA Lotus 

Club President

We visited this winery back in 2015, and it’s a nice place.  
We will stake out some space on the patio, and talk about 
what events to do as a group during 2017.  You can bring 
lunch and you can buy wine there.  If you cannot make it 
to the planning meeting, please email us any event ideas you 
you have and check out the Lotus website for the most up to 
date information on all gatherings.

Information on the winery can be found at:
www.paradisespringswinery.com

As Bob and I have said in the past this is your club not ours. 
We look forward to your input. Even if you can’t make the 
gathering, please email us with suggestions for 2017. There 
are lots of possibilities including more local drives.

Look Forward to seeing you soon!

Mark Franke 
mfranke@cox.net 

Bob Collum
robert_collum@hotmail.com

website: novalotusclub.freeforums.net
facebook: NoVA Lotus Car Club

Have a great Lotus? Great Lotus story? 
Send us a line!

NoVA Lotus Upcoming Events:

Sunday, March 5 at 11:30 am
Winery Gathering at at Paradise Springs
13219 Yates Ford Rd, Clifton, VA 20124
Gather to discuss Spring/Summer events for the 
club and enjoy a glass of wine

April 13, 2017
CCC Track Day at Summit Point
See Lotus website for additional details

April 30, 2017
Britian on the Green
www.capitaltriumphregister.com/bog

May 19-22, 2017
Lotus Owners Gathing (LOG) 37
Birmingham, AL
For more information:
www.lotusownersgathering.com

Check out NoVa Lotus member Tyler Pepin’s 
Motorcar Photography website: 

www.tpepinphotos.com


